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This world is filled with magic and wonder, and without those small miracles, we would all face the day to 
day with the burden of doubt and sorrow. Each time I wake up in the morning I am thankful for the good and 
bad that I face on a day to day. We can often get caught up in so much of the bad that the good sometimes gets 
shadowed and obscured. Pain and fear can often be the energy that individuals seek for their motivation, while 
others seek joy and wonder for their expression, and even better an individual whom can use both pain and joy 
to guide their art see’s the world in a well rounded sight. 

I love art and its many forms, I love that so many people every day discover their very own voice, and I treasure 
the fact that they, even with a large amount of fear are fearless with their expression. It doesn’t take courage, 
strength, or even ambition to make something close to ones heart and have it exposed for the world to rip it 
apart. What it takes is a stubborn love, a compassion of the soul, and an understanding that if you never get to 
let the world see your art then you in some way will die inside. The majority of people in which this world they 
occupy do not seek out the cleansing emotional release of expression and art, but instead seek that which we as 
artist produce so they can relate to what they themselves cannot express. 

Barry Purves is one of these great individuals whom reach’s deep into his soul and exposes’ it to all to see in 
all its majestic splendor. Both pain and joy are ripped from within and thrust into the open with every frame. I 
cannot stress the level at which this one individual works. If you traveled to any continent in the world that has 
a basic understanding of animation and you mention his name to any give animator you will hear praises echoed 
from their mouths upon this legendary animator / director. We as individuals may only come as far as releasing 
our films to our friends and families or maybe we can only ever reach a few hundred views on the internet, but 
just know that as long as you make your art from deep within your soul and release it into everything you do 
then you are at least doing that which is likely the most important gift that you can contribute to the world. 
I hope that you enjoy the articles here in this issue of SMM and that your art will inspire others. Though there 
is only one Barry Purves, remember there is also only one You…. So don’t ever give up, stay strong, and know 
that we are all cheering for you to do and be the best you can in this world. 

From the Heart - Keep Animating

John Ikuma
Executive Editor
Stop Motion Magazine

Letter from the Editor



Dito Gear has been providing the industry with some great toys. One of which is a very handy and useful device 
called the Dito Gear Lens Drive. This small device connects to your lens and allows you to automate your focus 
or zoom. I was lucky enough to test drive one of these babies and I can tell you that I was very pleased with 
what I found. 

Out of the box the Lens Drive performs amazingly. You will have to get the Rails and Lens Ring that goes on 
your camera. You can order those two extras through Dito Gear or try to find a matching accessories online or 
at your local camera store, but you’re better off just ordering through the Dito Gear website. When properly 
hooked up the Lens Drive works flawlessly. There is one exception however, if you have a lens that’s ring turns 
continuously. Once it reaches it focal distance you will notice that the ring will turn and nothing will happen. 
This is purely your lenses fault and not a Lens Drive issue. One of the great things about Dragon Frame how-
ever is your ability to set starting and stopping points for your automation. So problem solved. 
Construction-wise the Lens Drive is assembled beautifully. In fact all the Dito Gear equipment is amazingly 
built. The Lens Drives light weight and low profile for allows for some creative adventuring with using 2 of 
them at the same time to control both zoom and focus. I have even witnessed an animators creative use of the 
Lens drive to control rising and falling balloons during animation. Essentially they automated the background 
elements while they were able to animate the foreground elements, and all connected to the Lens Drive with a 
little fishing wire, pretty ingenious if you ask me. 

Price-wise the device is not on the cheap. At $828.00 U.S. dollars it is fairly reasonable for a small to large 
studio, but at the same time maybe a little out of reach for the hobbyist or garage animator. I definitely see the 
major benefit to having such a device especially if you are using non-powered manual lenses. This device is a 
perfect match with the animators bundle and I would say is a sound investment for any upcoming major projects 
you may have.

Find out more at DitoGear.com  

REVIEWED

by John Ikuma



Disney Interactive recently announced at the D23 convention in Anaheim California, that they will be releasing 
a stop motion web series based on the very popular toy line Vinylmation. The scheduled release of the upcom-
ing web series has been pushed back for reasons I cannot deluge due to having been a part of the production 
crew, but I can tell you the series is centered around 3 characters, Blank the fearless hero who searches for his 
kidnapped love interest Bow. Bow whom is the heroin and plays a major role in Blanks identity, and the Giant, 
who accompanies Blank on his journey to rescue Bow. 

Basically Blank is a Vinylmation who never gets painted at the factory due to the malfunction of the painting 
machine. He immediately feels like the odd man out and struggles to define who he is. He meets Bow whom 
gives him a bow tie and basically gives him his identity. Bow gets kidnapped by the fix-it cranes and is whisked 
away to the fix-it factory since she technically is an unpainted Vinylmation. Blank gives chase and ends up in an 
underground world where he meets a Giant Rock Vinylmation whom he will journey with. 

Okay, so that’s all I can give away since that’s what the Disney Interactive presentation presented at D23. I 
worked as Stop Motion Technical Consultant where I made puppets, props, and sets, and even got to animate 
a few shots for the series. This is an epic adventure and in terms of scenes and shots, you are given a journey 
through an amazing array of lands and challenges that must be overcome. The scale at which this production 
was done is massive. Consider the size of a little a little 4 inch character and then place them in a world with 
speeding trains, giant flowers, and a mountain to climb. This adventure will truly be a wonder for all to see who 
love both toys and animation. So keep an eye out for this new wonderful series to soon be released.

Disney Interactive Announces New Series
BLANK a Vinylmation Love Story

by John Ikuma



Motion Control Goodness for Animators

Check details at: 
ditogear.com/products/omnislider-animators-edition/



The Legendary 

 Barry Purves
Interview by John Ikuma



Barry Purves is one of the most recognized animators in the world. Not only has he had a very successful career 
as a Director and Animator on the television show “Wind in the Willows”, but also has Directed, and Animated 
an array of multi award winning short films for which he has won over 60 International Awards. With work on 
over 70 commercials he has proven his versatility and expertise. Not only is Barry Purves a Director, Producer, 
and Animator… But he is also a well accomplished writer. With his first book “Stop Motion: Passion, Process, 
and Performance”, with this literary work Mr. Purves dived into the subject of animation that 99% of the books 
on the market missed, which is the inner performer in all of us. His outlook on both performance and essence of 
story is very deep. He is a living master of the art form and only proves this more and more with each project he 
involves himself with. 

He recently released a new book and 2 films. The latest book is titled “Basic Animation 04: Stop Motion” which 
covers many of the different methods of stop motion along with examples and insights. The two new films Mr. 
Purves has released to critical acclaim are “Tchaikovsky - 2011” and “Plume - 2010”. Both films are getting 
rave reviews and we can only wait for either of these films to make it to the U.S.A. 

What is even more amazing about this man is his ability to openly share his knowledge and experience with the 
world. He has traveled the world and has given lectures and taught many classes on the subject of stop motion 
animation. As well he is an accomplished thespian and has played many roles on stage. This very versatile artist 
is truly a Renaissance Man and only proves this more with each passing day.

It seems that with ever film or book that he releases, we get a deeper look into the workings of this brilliant 
artist. So to be able to directly communicate with one of stop motions top animation directors is a very special 
privilege. I was very honored to be allowed to get an even deeper look into the mind of a Master Animator and I 
am very happy to share this interview with the world.

Enjoy!

Legendary
Barry
Purves

The



SMM: How did you begin your career?

Barry Purves: Well I had every intention of being an actor or a director, but it was clear straight away that there 
were much better actors than I. however, I did seem to have the instincts of a performer and the need, well an 
unquenchable, desperate thirst really, to tell stories, especially using the body as actors and dancers do, and stop 
motion, with its direct intimate contact with the characters, seemed to answer a lot of questions I had about what 
I wanted to do. Thirty five year on, and I am still performing, still loving it, still giddy with a head full of sto-
ries. To wake up and know that there is some creativity ahead is a good day.

SMM: Comparing the old techniques with the new techniques of stop motion animation, do you feel that any-
thing has been lost from the past that was vital to the art form?

Barry Purves: The new technologies have, among so many things, allowed animation to be finessed and cor-
rected and altered, usually right there on the studio floor. Many elements of performance can now be made or 
improved in the post production stage. I’m often grateful for that but I usually prefer, rightly or wrongly, that 
the performance happens in the animators hands – that is one of the key qualities of stop motion. I’m a little 
uneasy when the performances are created away from the hand. I like the purity, the directness and spontaneity. 
I do worry when young animators spend most of the filming process looking at the monitor rather than feeling 
the puppet in their hand. I guess a sensible approach is a combination of both, but stop motion, with its’ linear 
nature of filming must be instinctive – that is one of its’ joyous qualities. Probably, with lots of rehearsals and 
retakes I fear that perhaps something of the relationship between animator and puppet is lost. You have to al-
low the puppet to contribute, rather than force it into a rigid, specific constricts. A puppet must be allowed to 
breathe, to live. But, for all that, I would like to be able to finesse things – I don’t feel I’ve scratched the surface 
of my potential. This though might be achieved with a less frantic schedule that I seem to always have.



Shooting digitally has also given an unprecedented acrobatic life to animation – it is now so much easier to have 
puppets jumping about and running and somersaulting on rigs as said rigs can be removed far more easily than 
if shooting on film. It all takes time and money of course, but puppets are truly liberated today.

What is amazing though is the development in puppet technology, thanks to the likes of MacKinnon and Saun-
ders, so much is possible, and puppets are now extraordinarily agile and durable and true works of art. Let’s not 
forget though, a good animator can still get a complex performance out of the most basic of puppets. Even a 
discarded object has, in the right hands, a story to tell. The basic requirements are that the character can show a 
thought process and won’t fall to pieces.
One of my favorite films of recent months has been Carlo Vogel’s’ moving ‘una furtiva lagrima’, with opera 
singing fish bought in the local market. I think I’d like to experiment with less literal and more abstract puppets 
for my next film.

SMM: Can you share with us any special memories you have working at Cosgrove Hall?

Barry Purves: It was my first job in animation, and I as lucky to be there almost at the beginning, when ev-
eryone else in the company was discovering and experimenting. Mark and Brian would have been the first to 
say that they were making much up as they went along. This experimenting and developing in a friendly at-
mosphere was a joy. Mark and Brian were keen that anyone in the company was able to contribute – if I can’t 
contribute to a project, I confess that becomes a tough one for me, particularly today. Mark and Brian always 
talked of character and story first, and they were given fantastic vocal performances by their actors that were a 
delight to animate. Without a doubt, there’s a generation of a certain age whose childhood was so enriched by 
the Cosgrove Hall shows. I wish it had happened that we’d managed to make more adult films or feature films. 
Inevitably, children’s television changed and so did Cosgrove Hall, but a lot of us learnt our craft there and will 
be forever grateful to Mark and Brian.



SMM: Was it challenging making your own independent films?

Barry Purves: If ever a question could be defined as an understatement this is it. I was fortunate to be around at 
a time when the BBC and channel 4 were interested in animation and short films, but now it is practically im-
possible. My last short film for the UK was 15 years ago –not through want of trying. How I wish cinemas still 
had the habit of screening a short before a feature. There is money around but it usually has to come from not 
just one source – that means many more people to please before you get there. My last two films had budgets 
that bordered on impractical, but, I admit and am grateful, almost, that they do stretch your creativity. actually 
my very pared down, theatrical styling; of characters in pools of light using the minimum of props, evolved out 
of budget restrictions. Small budgets have made me very aware that everything, simply everything, can only be 
there if it contributes somehow. And that’s not a bad way of thinking. I, literally, cannot afford to be indulgent.

SMM: Did you find it hard to move from being an animator to becoming a director?

Barry Purves: Not in the slightest. I’ve always been a director in the sense that I love the mechanics of how 
things work. I love why Shakespeare chose one word instead of another; why Tchaikovsky put that chord in 
there, or why a painter uses a particular palette, and so on. I love how every element of storytelling and film-
making all play a part in telling the overall story, and I guess that is what directing comes down to. The director 
has the overall vision of how the colors will contribute to the story, or what the music will be doing, or why that 
prop is important. Everyone else on the crew, apart from perhaps the producer, is usually focused on their par-
ticular areas. The director has to see the whole thing and has to make sure that every tiny detail is there to bring 
out the story and characters. And I love story telling. I love looking at a simple situation and thinking how that 
could be made interesting. The description of the Cheshire Cat in ‘Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland’ sums up 
this. Words to the effect of ‘I have often seen a cat without a smile, but I have never seen a smile without a cat’. 
That’s such a perfect, glorious logic and a great way of looking at the world. You can’t go wrong with that.



SMM: Your first book “Stop Motion: Passion, Process, and Performance”, deals with the inner workings of the 
animator and the challenges one might face. What inspired you to write such a book that is both insightful and 
enlightening? 

Barry Purves: Most books on animation are about how to animate, full of dry but useful details about ball and 
sockets and walk cycles. That really should not be the starting point of an animator’s journey. The first thing 
should be ‘what’s the story’ and then ‘why animation’. In both my books I have tried to ask ‘what is animation’ 
and ask whether it is right for the story. I tried to talk honestly about things that are never taught or mentioned in 
college and darn well should be. 

SMM: Where do you find your inspiration from?

Barry Purves: Inspiration has never been a problem. My house groans from as yet unproduced scripts. I seem 
to like characters in torment or eccentric characters mainly because that brings out the big emotions that aren’t 
usually dealt with in animation. I can’t hear a bar of music without questioning what is behind the emotion, or 
how a character would move to that music. I certainly favor scenarios where the elements of music and design 
and movement work together to liberate the storytelling and inform the characters, and where there are several 
layers – this usually leads me into narratives about the creative process, where an artists’ work reveals much 
about the artist or speaks for and about him – and animation is a perfect vehicle for that. Animation is very 
much about the creative process. The awareness of the technique is an essential part of the enjoyment of the 
trick. One of the main elements that drive me is to look at subjects from a different perspective- in most dramas 
there’s a significant, illuminating change of perspective. often, to the point of being awkward, I was trying to do 
things in a way that hadn’t been done before, always trying to bring my voice to the narrative.

I am, of course, obsessed with the classics and myths, spurred on by the late and very great Ray Harryhausen, 
and if I can bring an ounce of their integrity, their richness, their grandeur, their scope, their emotion to my 
work, and to a new audience, I will be happy. This does beg the question as to whether animation can bear that 
ambition and gravitas. Yes, of course it can. It needn’t be all about talking animals, much as we need talking 
animal stories. I would love to bring the emotions and experiences that I feel in opera, in ballet, in theatre to ani-
mation. I want to share the passions I have, and press a few different emotional buttons, and deal with a much 
wider range of subjects. I’m particularly keen to get children inspired and excited by the arts, especially classi-
cal music. I’m (particularly) keen we don’t churn out fodder.
It worries me when working with students that some can’t come up with stories... my head screams at night 
when trying to sleep – so many stories demanding to be given life. I’m often approached by students carrying 
a bag containing a puppet, but a puppet for which exists no history, no drama, no narrative, nor character. It 
should really happen the other way.



SMM: Whatever happened to all the wonderful puppets and sets that you built for your independent films?

Barry Purves: All the sets have ended up in skips (the trash), but a few of the puppets are on display at the 
national media museum in Bradford, in the UK. They are ageing, as puppets must of course. What will happen 
when they finally rot, I don’t know. It does upset me to see them fading, but if they were restored, would they be 
the same puppet? I’m not sure. Their decline does hint at history. Tchaikovsky is currently travelling with me to 
various festivals and is bearing up well. I love how people cannot but help and reach out to touch a puppet – that 
instinct is so ingrained in us. It’s lovely too, that everyone will treat a puppet with respect. I’m worried too that 
the films themselves are fading away, with me not having the means to preserve them.

SMM: Recently you have been very busy with acting, is there anything that you are working on right now that 
you are very proud of?

Barry Purves: Well more directing and designing than acting (though I do a great deal of events and public 
speaking and they sometimes turn into quite a performance! I do tend to bare my soul). I’m fortunate to have an 
amazing nonprofessional theatre on my door step, doing twelve productions a year. The facilities are extraordi-
nary and the standard belies the fact that no-one gets paid. These productions take   huge amounts of effort but 
they do allow me some adventurous creativity that I may not otherwise get, although as with most organizations 
committees get in the way. You could immediately tell one of my productions there. My productions are very vi-
sual and non-literal and are full of music, and totally ignore any expectations formed from previous productions. 
The themes that echo through my films, that of being watched and judged, and the creative process, all surface 
along the way. my last production was ‘Glorious’ about the wonderful, eccentric diva, Florence Foster Jenkins – 
again full of music, torment, the creative process and passion, this and a production of ‘quartet’ (of which there 
was a rather lightweight recent film) have been the most satisfying experiences. Should a ballet company, an 
opera company or a theatre company phone to discuss collaboration, well that would be a very welcome call.

SMM: Do you have any advice for young animators interested in getting into the field?

Barry Purves: So much, but make sure that you are a story teller first and foremost, and that you have the in-
stincts of a performer. It helps too that shooting just ten seconds of film in a day is seen as an achievement not a 
frustration. I would tell every student to go and see every gallery, every play, every musical, every opera, every 
ballet, every orchestra, every sculpture that they can. Try to be aware that animation does not exist in its own 
isolated bubble. It is informed by all the other arts.
Probably above all, ask yourself if you have the passion to put so much in and get seemingly very little out. 
Short films come and go so quickly and after all the work that can be hard. A Gilbert and Sullivan character said 
in one of their operas, when speaking of a small poem ‘it seems to me to be nonsense’. The writer of the poem 
retorts ‘nonsense, perhaps, but oh what precious nonsense’. That seems a good way to approach animation.
And, students don’t turn anything down, however lowly it may seem. The award winning promise of your de-
gree film will be fulfilled, if not today, then tomorrow. Learn the craft in the real world first.

SMM: How important is it for young animators to study acting?

Barry Purves: That makes it sound as if this is a luxurious option. It is the most essential quality for any anima-
tor. We may not be talking about King Lear, but we are talking about how to move a puppet or an object or a 
drawing or a collection of pixels so that it communicates something. Our job is to show the thought process of a 
character, however basic the character, and to do that we have to use all the acting tricks of rhythm, poses, tim-
ing, attitude, movement and so forth. Even the smallest discarded object deserves to be given a life and a story.



SMM: In your film “Next” the character William Shakespeare is seen performing the many different roles from 
his past works. Did you have to do lots of research for this character or was your past history in acting in advan-
tage in performing this role.

Barry Purves: ‘Next’ was part of the Lip Synch series where the brief was to make films about language. I rather 
inverted that and played with body language – and referenced Shakespeare’s stories, rather cruelly not using 
his language. Shakespeare has always been a huge part of my life (in my bathroom is the complete works and I 
try to read a scene each day), and I had envisaged the film as an epic spectacle, except the budget forced me to 
rethink this, and that was probably the best decision ever. Everything became about the puppet and the perfor-
mance of the puppet. I tried to find dozens of ways to use his body, and the most economical way to conjure up 
the characters. One paper called it ‘Feverishly Inventive’ – that will do for me, thank you. But it’s interesting 
that the economics pushed me into discovering my signature style, of puppets acting in a pool of light in a very 
fluid dark space. I would love, of course, to return to a Shakespearean theme in a bigger film. In classes I often 
equate Shakespeare’s fools to puppets, such as ventriloquist puppets, as they are the catalyst for the characters to 
hear the truth, and to see themselves. Yorick’s skull is one such catalyst. An externalization of internal thoughts 
– as are puppets. Hmm, there’s an idea – I wonder if Lear’s fool has ever been played as a puppet operated by 
Lear? There are worse ideas.

SMM: “Gilbert and Sullivan” is a fun take on that interaction between the two famed writers. What is the sym-
bolic significance of Gilbert and Sullivan being portrayed with a crosshatched paint job on the puppets? 

Barry Purves: This film was made at a tough time for me when gaining funding was particularly hard (well just 
working was hard enough, and that’s not changed), and the pressure was on being commercial. That is a theme 
very prevalent in the film. Both Gilbert and Sullivan wanted to be remembered for their loftier works, but are 
only remembered for their uneasy but hugely successful collaborations. Love it or hate it, but ‘the Mikado’ is a 
masterpiece, and modern musical theatre is traced right back to these gents. Again this is a film where the artist 
is revealed through his work – my favorite theme, but given a bit of a twist here as it is their producer, D’oyly 
Carte, who is tormented - troubled as to whether introducing the two men was a good thing or not. Gilbert and 
Sullivan, as puppets, are distanced from Carte by being very stylized and in black and white, as they are, in ef-
fect, in his troubled mind. A great narrative device to permit the theatrical tricks in the film. 

We had a premier of this film and I was delighted that Mike Leigh (fresh from Topsy Turvy) sat with Ray Harry-
hausen. The coming together of two different worlds that I love. It is a very English film (do I have to apologies 
for that?) and is certainly not the most favored of my films, but I think Wyn Davies and I did a satisfying job in 
giving Gilbert’s lyrics fresh and pertinent meaning. I would like to go back and revisit the design and lighting, 
but these things are made at such a pace. One day I will have a budget that allows some finessing. A budget that 
doesn’t see me saying ‘that will have to do’.



SMM: In your film “Screen Play” the action carries through with the main characters in a single stage where the 
scene continually changes for a dramatic continual single shot. The planning of this film must have taken a long 
time. Did you have mountains of notes and how long did this film take to make?
Barry Purves: As with all animation (he says, aiming this squarely at students!) most of the work is in the plan-
ning. That ‘Screen Play’ has a nine and a half minute take, and is rather unimpressive today – cg could do that 
so easily, but it was quite a feat of planning, especially in working out the choreography of the turntables and 
the sliding screens. There was still room for seeing what happened, and things did happen unexpectedly. But the 
challenge would have been an onanistic exercise had it not been there for a reason. I wanted to play with dif-
ferent ways of visual storytelling. the main chunk is very theatrical, from one viewpoint, and thus, as in theatre, 
close-ups (telling the audience when to notice something significant) and such have to be achieved through use 
of lighting, and staging and color, whilst the latter part is more cinematic, using close ups, camera angles, more 
literal sets to tell the narrative.

SMM: In “Screen Play” the main storyteller speaks about the young lovers as if he had known them or was one 
of them. Besides being the narrator what was his connection to the young lovers?

Barry Purves: Right, here we go. At the end of the theatre section, the lovers have escaped the samurai and are 
together safely on the island. the narrator reveals that he was the boy in the story he has just staged, except we 
now see the samurai burst into the story and kill the narrator (in essence, killing the theatrical nature of the tale), 
and killing the boy. The logic of this gives the narrator the character of a myth passed on, rather than a literal 
narrator. The whole story was suggested by the willow pattern plate, seen in the film, which in itself is a fabri-
cation by the Victorian English, at the height of a taste for all things oriental. And the final shot of a film about 
story telling suggests how I tell my stories. with all this, it’s little surprise that my favorite films look behind the 
scenes at the creative process, such as ‘Shakespeare in Love’, ‘Cabaret’,’ Les Enfants Du Paradis’, and theatre 
pieces like ‘Sunday in the Park with George’, ‘Follies’, and ‘Noises Off’. It’s interesting to see several short 
stop motion films about the creative process this year, such as ‘Sleight of Hand’. The ending of Screen Play has 
been much criticized and applauded in equal measure. Someone said that the film lost the Oscar the second it 
cut to the filmic story. Maybe, but without the different layers it would have been a rather simplistic charming 
story of thwarted lovers. 



SMM: “Rigoletto” is truly a master’s work of genius. How did you get involved with making this film?

Barry Purves: The BBC and S4C had made a series of half hour animated Shakespeare stories, and this co-
incided with the 1992 world cup where ‘Nessun Dorma’ became the anthem. Suddenly opera was chic, and 
after the success of the Shakespeare series (and darn I was sad not to have done one), the BBC decided to do 
six half hour operas for family. I think they slightly underestimated that most operas are about sex, violence and 
huge passions and with ‘Rigoletto’ we had a bit of a battle over the content. I was drawn to Rigoletto for ex-
actly those reasons – to work with the darker side, and Rigoletto is very dark indeed. I still love the film for the 
stunned silence it induces in the audience at the end. If I could revisit it, I would certainly like 80 minutes or so. 
We could do Verdi, his music and his characters justice in a feature. I would also probably free the design from 
being so literal, pushing the darkness and depravity, though I do love the sets, especially the circular mirrored 
room – definitely a challenge; where is the camera, and animator? But what joy to work with Wyn Davies, con-
ducting the Welsh National Opera Orchestra and Verdi. After the grueling shoot I came away loving Verdi even 
more. I showed the film at the Verdi festival, in Parma recently. I was terrified. A half hour film, with puppets, 
in English, made by an Englishman – how inappropriate could that be, but the audience of possessive Verdeans 
rose to their feet and embraced me and the film. But then Italy is a country not so threatened by culture as we 
are in the UK. Whilst there I watched school parties enthralled by an hour long production of Nabucco. That 
would not happen here. 

Incidentally, Rigoletto was the puppet makers, MacKinnon and Saunders, first official film – and what fantastic 
puppets they were too. I do tend to make my puppets suffer, with tears, heavy breathing, physical abuse, blood, 
mutilation. Oh the irony of giving puppets life, only to torment them so.



SMM: The subject matter in the film “Achilles” is very courageous even in today’s modern society. When re-
leasing this film did you face any backlash from your audience? 
Barry Purves: And with Achilles we have another tormented flawed character. I love this film as I think I got 
most things right with it – and thanks to Channel Four for giving me the chance to make such a film. It is a big 
small film, with the amazing talents of composer Nigel Hess, the voice of Derek Jacobi, the MacKinnon and 
Saunders puppets and my supportive producer Glenn Holberton. To have that team again would be good. But 
in my quest for trying to do new things with puppets I wanted to see if I could make an erotic, sensual film, or 
would the audience simply laugh at the notion of puppets having sex, let alone two male puppets having sex in 
front of a naked male chorus. 

I’m pleased that the film came out with a certain gravitas, and I’m pleased that we managed to pull off the bold 
visuals. Once again the use of a fluid space, with the main characters being watched and judged, and with trans-
formations into animals every so often. Surprisingly the film was criticized for being realistic. Pardon? Ten very 
obvious puppets being dramatic and balletic on a piece of stone suspended in a dark limbo is hardly realistic. 
I think theatricality frightens some audiences, without realizing that everything they watch is an artificial con-
struct. once again a limited budget prompts a satisfying use of conventions – the story here, rather than wheel-
ing on literal ruined temples and boats, is all told through conventions appropriate to Greek theatre (as next was 
to Elizabethan Theatre, and Screen Play to kabuki);sticks, masks and shields and broken ceramics.  Economics 
certainly force creativity and that’s no bad thing. I’d certainly love to revisit the Greeks again, on a bigger scale. 
That seems to be a recurring wish, doesn’t it? I am satisfied with what I have done, but want to do it bigger and 
better. Everything seems to be a decent rehearsal.



SMM: Can you tell us about your new film “Plume”?

Barry Purves: Ah Plume, or Feather as it started its’ life. Happily, thanks to the sterling efforts of the French 
company, Dark Prince, this got funded by several French organizations, having been rejected by dozens of UK 
funding bodies over the 17 years since I wrote it. It shares the themes of a central character being watched and 
judged, a man with wings, and a very fluid space, but is very different from my other pieces in that it has no 
cultural references at all. When I teach I prattle on about the three act structure and then realize that my films, 
whilst heavily structured don’t usually obey a three act structure. This one does – in an almost text book way. 
Very satisfying. 

Again it is a bold piece in that it is literally a central character in a pool of light – no set, no costume, no speech. 
To have the character against black made for tricky editing, but we really played with the shape and composi-
tion of the screen. I wanted to make a very physical film, and nearly got there as planned, but the sheer hours 
needed for physical choreography were against me somewhat, but, as with Achilles, there’s a frisson when 
characters touch and interact with each other. Here they interact with violence, it is a disturbing film to watch, 
and very raw, in every sense. It was a real challenge to resist putting any ornamentation in it, but I stuck to the 
convention of just a puppet in a pool of light. 

The theme of surviving, or adapting after a trauma is quite clear, but it is also acknowledging the presence of cg. 
The film has been criticized for not doing the last sequence in stop motion, but that is the point, to some extent. 
The character’s new world had to be the same, but different. I like that people read many, many things into it. 
He is not, though, an angel nor is he Icarus.



SMM: Can you also tell us about your other new film “Tchaikovsky” and what the reaction has been to your 
film worldwide?

Barry Purves: ‘Tchaikovsky – an elegy’ was made as part of an ongoing series about classical composers called 
‘Tales of an Old Piano’. It was certainly the smallest and toughest budget I have ever worked with, but proved 
to be one of the most enjoyable experiences. A few years back the producer, Irina Margolina, had asked me to 
name a composer suitable for her series, and happily we both had Tchaikovsky in mind (though I did have Han-
del as a backup). But, oh, the dilemma of just having twelve minutes to do justice to a hugely complex man and 
so much dramatic music. Swan Lake was probably the first piece of classical music I knew (when I was about 
five), and has been a huge part of my life since. It was clear that this film could not be a biography as I could not 
afford to build any other puppets or sets, so it had to be an impression. 

I originally had a bold idea of doing it in one take, again, with Tchaikovsky playing a piano in tails, and as he 
recalled his life, he got more and more distressed, stripping his clothes off before dying, naked, on the piano, 
and becoming a body on display under a sheet. That would have been a huge technical challenge, especially 
the strip. But the budget would not stretch to a piano and again economy suggested creativity. I didn’t need the 
piano – that was way too literal. The piece then evolved and started to become an internal memory piece, with 
quick glimpses of photos enough to suggest the other characters in his life. I was initially resistant to a voice 
over, fearing a list of dates and places, but Irina persuaded me to use Tchaikovsky’s letters and they worked 
perfectly. This was at quite a late stage – again the joy of stop motion evolving. 

I wanted to get through the film with the minimum number of props, but I did plant the ever present glass of 
water casually on his podium. He committed suicide, supposedly, by drinking a glass of water infected with 
cholera. In our film, I never state whether he is dead or not at this point, but he is forced to reflect on his life and 
all the way through I did think he was going to drink that glass of water and walk out of the door. Come the day 
of filming, and I thought this might be a little cheap, and I’m not sure I could have managed for him to drink it 
and keep the dignity I had tried to give him all through the film. We settled for a knowing glance, and then he 
walked out of the room, and that works well. 



It’s an odd film, as something very moving happens in it, but it is hard to say exactly what. I’m pleased that you 
can definitely see him thinking, but once again I create a beautiful puppet and torment him, even have him flirt 
with the idea of suicide. I give them life, and then take it from them. I wanted to play with the idea that for all of 
Tchaikovsky’s personal torments, there was Swan Lake, and that’s surely enough.
My sister saw this for the first time, and said straight away that it wasn’t a film about Tchaikovsky at all, but 
about me. And I guess she is right. It is certainly the most personal and heartfelt film. I think I still have to make 
my Swan Lake. I won’t leave behind any children but it would be comforting to leave behind something a frac-
tion of the achievement that is Swan Lake.

I do wish I could have spent longer with Tchaikovsky – so much about him that is interesting. It was hard not to 
love him. When I hear his music on the radio, I feel a twinge of personal connection.
As animators, we do not always earn fortunes, but this film saw me go to Tchaikovsky’s house and touch his 
piano and cry. Moments like that make me both grateful for having the best job in the world, but also they frus-
trate me in that I can’t share these passions in bigger films with larger audiences. This film hasn’t had a huge au-
dience, but I have had some amazing letters from individuals moved to tears by the look in Tchaikovsky’s eyes.

SMM: With all your outstanding success in the field of animation, why hasn’t a larger studio approached you 
for directing one of their feature films?

Barry Purves: Funnily enough I do not see myself as successful, as I haven’t achieved half of what I want to 
achieve, nor have I had the cross collaborations with artists in different fields that I would like , nor have I had 
that one big project that becomes part of the culture. Ah, ambition. I’ve just beavered away quietly and pretty 
consistently. It would be hubristic of me to assume that I was good enough to direct a feature, but I confess it 
is darned hard watching all these features and knowing just how much I could have contributed as either an 
animator or a director or writer. Maybe studios look at my work and see them (if they have actually managed 
to see any of them) and think that they look a little ropey and very rough round the edges, without appreciat-
ing the miracles worked by the crew with small budgets and tight schedules. Maybe the non-literal approach 
puts people off, maybe the resolutely determined love of artifice is not liked or perhaps it is the adult themes, or 
the lack of commercial ideas, or maybe they haven’t seen my hours of children’s series, maybe I’m difficult, or 
maybe the work is just mediocre – whatever, I do own to a deep disappointment here, and a painful feeling of 
not having quite made it. 
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I feel I appear somewhat provincial without a feature. I certainly have the original ideas and scripts, and have 
been gazumped way too often with stories that I know would make a good feature.  But I would hope produc-
ers could see that the story telling skills and character work, the enthusiastic energy, and technical expertise are 
there. This is a huge shadow that lurks over me every day. I would love to do a feature for so many reasons – 
not just for the prestige and that large numbers would see it (it’s never been ego that has driven me), but I would 
like to work with characters with a more complex arc, and more sub plots. On my short films every frame has 
to be significant, and that’s good, but they are dense and race along; I would like to be able to spend more time 
with the characters, spinning out their stories, seeing the thought process, rather than rushing, and having to 
rely on visual shorthand to tell the stories. I certainly have the passion to see a feature through, oh yes. I do get 
scared at the thought of being left behind.

My favorite feature of recent years, well probably my favorite animated feature full stop has to be Adam Elliot’s 
quirky and tender ‘Mary and Max’. Other films may be more technically astonishing but I have never been so 
moved in an animated film. A bold film with a huge heart.

All in all, this has been a job I have loved, but darn I still have so much to give, and ignoring my age, I’ve not 
even started yet! I think I have more energy now than I did thirty years ago.  
Well actually, thinking about it, it’s never been a job. How can such fun be seen as a job? I just want to do more 
challenging, exciting projects that have the possibility to open a few eyes. Please. It just takes a phone call……..





DOGONAUTS

               Interview with 
Justin & Shel Rasch

Interview by John Ikuma



Justin and Shel Rasch are somewhat of a celebrity couple in the underground stop motion world. Having won 
numerous awards for their last film “Geralds Last Day”, along with Justin recently animating on LAIKA’s 
Paranorman, its no leap of faith to assume that the power couple are once again making an amazing indepen-
dent film in their garage. “Dogonauts” looks to be one of the coolest stop motion animated shorts to be released 
soon. I was very lucky to get an opportunity to interview Justin and Shel and give you a look into the production 
which is close to completion, and I’m sure that you will equally be as amazed as we are.
  
SMM: What’s the premise of your new film?

Justin & Shel: After generations of warfare between the Dogonauts and the Fleang-Ons, two enemy pilots shoot 
each other down in a space battle only to awaken marooned on an alien desert planet.
In a kid-friendly, cartoon-y way, we are exploring the idea of inherited hatred, and are curious about what hap-
pens when two people who hate each other because they were taught to hate, really “see” each other.  What 
happens when you look at the similarities and not the differences between folks.
 
SMM: How did you come up with this story?
 
Justin & Shel: We have date nights each week where we take long hikes together. We talk about life and then 
often brainstorm future story’s. At the top of our mountain we sit down in the dirt and look over the city of LA. 
That is really where the story for Dogonaut’s became clear to us.   We knew we wanted our 2nd film to take less 
time than our first one (which was 3 years) so we decided to just have 2 characters and no dialog.  One night 
when we were brainstorming about what these two characters’ conflict might be, we started drawing lines in the 
dirt, and got excited about how visually interesting it would be to draw a line in the sand separating their two 
territories and then from that very clear rule of “don’t cross this line” start to play with BENDING the rule. 

Dogonauts
Interview 
with
Justin & 
Shel 
Rausch



SMM: Did you create a back story for your characters?

Justin & Shel: YES!  We created a back story explaining why their races have hated each other for generations. 
Who each of them are as characters and what’s back home on their native planets.

We are finishing a feature length script for the adventure they find themselves on immediately after this short.
 
We are also making a video game based on Dober and a few of the other Dogonauts, so..... the world of Dogo-
nauts is very flushed out.....and we have lots to show in the coming year.

SMM: How long did this film take to make?

Justin & Shel: 4 years!  (HA!)  It has been a MARATHON!
After we come up with the story, there are an INSANE amount of tasks (each with their own set of challenges) 
to be done to bring a stop motion story to life.  The biggest challenge for us is always finding TIME to do those 
tasks, while at the same time BALANCING real life (work, family, moving--we both need to move).
We work after hours (this is Justin’s tactic, he trades sleep for animation time) and by squeezing into found gaps 
in our real life (this is more commonly Shel’s method, since her work schedule is flexible). We both are goal ori-
ented, so once we’ve made an agenda we are motivated to work very hard to meet it.



SMM: The film was shot in Stereoscopic 3D, what were the challenges with shooting in this format?

Justin & Shel: After researching what was needed and paying for the equipment (a medical grade “slider” that 
moves to the exact same spot and back for each photo), it was not too challenging.
 
We got some basic 3D education.  On the set it added a few more steps to set up and shooting. We had to choose 
the intraocular distance for each shot, and take an extra picture for each frame. The compositing for 3D is defi-
nitely another hurdle we are still working on...but not out of control.

SMM: You ran a couple of Kick Starter campaigns to help fund this film, what are your feelings on this and 
what was the response like with your backers?
Justin & Shel: We are big fans of crowd funding!  Our backers have been amazing and incredibly supportive. 
After our private funding fell through all of our buddies screamed at us to start a Kickstarter campaign.
 
We weren’t super confident about it, but having a finished film and a fairly popular blog we felt we MIGHT 
have a chance at raising the money for the post production of our film. So we gave it a shot.....and it was a 
HUGE success!!  
 
Doing a Kickstarter project is a lot of work, but the option for indie filmmakers to gather little bits from large 
groups to fund their projects is brilliant.  People genuinely seemed excited to be a part of it.



SMM: How did you make your puppets?

Justin & Shel: It all starts with a Drawing.....then a Maquette is made to explore the design in 3D.
After that a T pose Sculpt is made for Molding ...it is then cast in Foam latex and Painted. 
 
For Dober we had a professional ball and socket armature made and we eventually pieced together an armature 
for Flea too, but because the ball and socket armatures would often break or loosen.....probably 95% of the ani-
mation was with the wire armatures. 
Dober’s face is clay for better expression options.
Flea’s is wire armature under foam latex with clay eyebrows.
We use white beads for the eyes.



SMM: How did this filmmaking experience differ from your last film Geralds Last Day?

Justin & Shel: We went in knowing how to do stop motion this time!
 
Even though we knew a lot of the basic skills needed ....we decided to Push our quality in many other aspects - 
Cinematography - Compositing - Editing - Sets - Effects, so there was still much to learn.
 
We had a clear idea of our strengths and weaknesses and we capitalized on our strengths (Justin’s animation, 
Shel’s building stuff - our story telling) We also got help on the bits that we are weak on (Dober’s ball and 
socket armature, lighting ,music , sound effects). 
 
We had interns this time around who would come once a week through out much of the filmmaking process, 
some came for a few weeks and a couple (Justin Connolly and Bridget Dash) came for a couple years, and that 
was a huge support. Having a crew to help create new backup puppets and props was incredibly helpful.  Shel 
also gained lots of experience organizing, directing and teaching the interns . 
 
And last but not least.....We also tackled 3D.   
 



SMM: The sets and props look amazing, how did you design your landscape?

Justin & Shel: Thanks!  
 
The landscape was the easy part.  We wanted alien and deserted.  We had a simple drawing - We did some fun 
color tests and brainstormed on some alien plant life at the kitchen table with some interns.
 
We wanted the ground to be clay so we could manipulate the “lines” easily  (though, of course that wasn’t so 
easy, ha!).  And then it was just all about trying to make the world look as epic as possible, since our garage is 
so small....
 
Shel  applied some forced perspective by building foam “mountains” in the “distance” around the edges of our 
set.  She also designed the set to be modular so Justin could get closer in for animating at any angle.
 



SMM: Can you tell us how you went about making 
your spaceships for the film?

Justin & Shel: The ships were Shel’s favorite part! 
 
Justin Drew the ships on paper then we hired Jeff Cross 
(who has been building cool stuff for stop mo forever) 
to come and teach Shel how to build up a ship.  She 
started with a wood base with foam glued on and then 
shaved down to the shape we wanted.  Then she applied 
“set goop” over the surface which hardens and can be 
sanded smooth. We painted it then created all the cool 
controls and doo dads (“greeble”) to dress the ship up, 
or to use as props.  An important part of the story was 
that the ship could break apart and be fixed again, so it 
was fun to puzzle that out.
 



SMM: How does it feel to be in the final stages of making the film?

Justin & Shel: So exciting!!!!  The scoring was MAGIC, serious goosebumps still just thinking about it. I can-
not describe how incredible it is to see your work being scored with original music. It really makes the incred-
ible amount of work in creating a garage film worth it.
 
Next week we mix the sound down and then we are ready to render it all together and send that puppy out to 
film fests all over the globe .  We also are very much looking forward to our “private” premiere (you’re all in-
vited!) in September.





During the summer of 2012, I had the unique pleasure of being invited to a birthday celebration for stop motion 
legend Bruce Bickford at his home outside of Seattle.  It was an amazing day, affording me a first hand look 
at the incredible amount of work that Mr. Bickford has created and catalogued through the years.  The invita-
tion came via Mr. Brian Prosser, a veteran of the effects industry in his own right.  In addition to allowing me 
to meet Mr. Bickford, Mr. Prosser did me another favor that day, by introducing me to animators Chris Rodgers 
and Sihanouk Mariona.  I recently was invited by Mr. Rodgers to assist with a project at their newly established 
Wonderful Lizard Studio in Seattle.  While there, I got a chance to speak with them about stop motion in general 
and their new business in particular.  Already established with impressive resumes each, Chris and Sihanouk are 
embarking on some amazing projects.  Chris has done work on national commercials for McDonald’s, Miller 
High Life and Microsoft, as well as a stop motion sequence for the feature length documentary Queen Of The 
Sun and the music video for The Fleet Foxes song White Winter Hymnal.  Sihanouk has worked on such televi-
sion programs as Celebrity Death Match, Robot Chicken, Frankenhole and Moral Orel, (for which he won an 
Emmy Award in 2007).  
I, for one, can’t wait to see what they have in store for fans of stop motion animation. 

Wonderful Lizard
Studios

Interview by Langely West



LJW: For many, Stop Motion Animation is a passion stemming from something seen as a child.  How did 
YOU first get into Stop Motion Animation?  What was your background prior to getting your first jobs?  Where 
did you get your training?

Chris Rodgers: I grew up dreaming of becoming an animation artist but had no animation experience before col-
lege. I watched Clash of the Titans, Star Wars, and The Dark Crystal over and over again as a kid, marveling at 
the story told through the characters. After briefly attending Purdue University in Indiana for biology, I decided 
to pursue my dream of studying animation and eventually graduated from Columbia College of Chicago with a 
BA in Film and Video.

Sihanouk Mariona: I took Voltaire’s class at School of Visual Arts in New York, and he then introduced me to 
Curious Pictures, where I got my first job. My background is actually in Sales; I was a traveling salesman for 
a prestigious knife company. My training grows by being on the job, next to extremely talented crew members 
over the various productions I’ve been involved with.

LJW: How did you two meet?  How did you decide that you wanted to work together?

CLR:I met Sihanouk through a mutual animation friend, Matthew Manning. Ever see the movie Twins? It kind 
of happened just like that.

LJW: Can you tell about Wonderful Lizard?  Where did the name come from?

CLR: We were trying to come up with names that reflected both our personalities. We ran through a list of funny 
names, including Swimming Golf Ball. What it boiled down to was that we are both very friendly and love 
dinosaurs.

SM: Having a studio means having a name, we’re both fascinated by dinosaurs, so there you have it.

LJW: You both had impressive and recognizable works under your belt prior to forming the studio.  What do 
you hope to accomplish together as a team?

CLR: I want to be successful in bringing a name to the Pacific Northwest for animation. With known stop mo-
tion studios north and south of Seattle, it seems like a great place to try to create an animation hub.  There are 
lots of talented artists in the city but it seems that most have to head to either California or New York.  We want 
to change that!



LJW: For so many people, stop motion begins in their garage or apartment.  What is different about working in 
a studio environment as opposed to working from home?

SM: The difference, and advantage, between home and studio environments is the powerful energy that forms 
when a group of artists creates and problem-solves together through a production. After a full day of work, it is 
amazing to walk through the empty studio and feel that energy in the air, along with the smell of hot glue and 
burning styrofoam.

LJW: Can you tell me who some of your stop motion heroes are?  What about their work speaks to you?

CLR: Matt Manning, our good buddy in LA, is definitely one of my heroes. His work ethic and ability to solve 
problems on the set, and his ability to accomplish any goal he sets out to is really cool to see. He’s also a great 
teacher and a kind guy. When my studio was broken into and about $10,000 worth of my gear was stolen, Matt 
took it upon himself to send a care package including a dremel, a saw, hot glue and a bottle of wine. Not just 
anybody has that kind of heart.

LJW: Why stop motion as a storytelling tool?  What about it makes it different than other ways of telling a 
story?  

SM: The beauty part of stop mo is that, whether the audience is aware of the technique or not, there is a true ap-
preciation for the mysterious method and its screen texture. This relationship can be useful in bringing the story 
to a special place and memory. 

LJW: Wonderful Lizard is the only stop motion studio in Seattle.  Why Seattle?  Is there an advantage to work-
ing outside the traditional areas of Los Angeles and New York?

CLR: Seattle is technology hub and an art hub for the entire country. Companies around here farm out so much 
of their work, it makes sense to create something so they can support local artists, work more hands on with the 
artists, and build a community that stands out amongst the “traditional” stop motion cities.

LJW: What have been some of the challenges of running your own studio?

CLR: Funding for projects is a challenge to obtain. Being a small studio you are in the realm of trying to get big 
jobs while also having to take small jobs with much tighter budgets. With the small jobs, it can be difficult to 
put food on the table when you’re dealing with people that don’t understand how much work and effort the art is 
and don’t really want pay much. 

SM: Money honey. You gotta spend money to make money yo. And those phases between jobs can be difficult, 
but you move forward, making informed choices and adapting to your available resources. 

LJW: What would you say is your own personal philosophy concerning stop motion animation?  What is the 
most important aspect of animating?

CLR: To me it is putting emotion into the puppet.  If you can do that and tell a great story, nothing can go 
wrong.

LJW: Which do you think is more important:  Technical skill or passion for the art?

CLR: Passion for sure.  Passion is emotion. If you can give an inanimate object emotion so the viewer can con-
nect, you have all the technical skill you need.



SM: Passion for the art has definitely opened more doors and friendships in my experience. Passion is the head-
waters from whence the rivers of art flow; besides, what’s technical skill without passion?

LJW: In this age of CGI and computer animation, is stop motion still relevant?  If so, why?

CLR: I think stop motion will always be relevant. There is something about watching a handmade film that I 
think really excites people. The number one thing to me for any type of animation to stay relevant is to have 
films made with great storytelling.  Without that it doesn’t really matter how a film is made. 

LJW: What do you think is the most important technical advancement for stop motion in recent history has 
been?  

CLR: I think that 3D printers are a great technology behind stop motion. It’s pushing and creating change in the 
art.  3D printers have really allowed for some amazing movement and puppet designs that were much harder to 
achieve before them.  

SM: I was a staunch Lunchbox animator. But I firmly tip my hat and extol the incredible things the Caliri Bros. 
are doing with Dragon. 

LJW: Even though none of them won the Oscar, three out of the five nominees for the Academy Award for 
Best Animated Feature this year (2012) were stop motion projects.  Do you see this as a resurgence of Stop Mo-
tion Animation?  What do you think the future looks like for stop motion? 

CLR: I am not sure it has ever really gone away to be able to call it a resurgence.  For years now stop motion 
has been everywhere from kids shows like Bob the Builder and Pingu to commercials. It is as alive as it ever 
has been.
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Stop Motion Animation is not just a passion for me nor is it just merely a hobby. It’s an art form that I live 
breath and sleep 24 hours a day 7 days a week.  You could say I’m obsessed, but really I relate it to being in a 
relationship, you want to care for what you are invested in and in return your commitment to your art pays you 
back in so many ways. So when I had the opportunity to Direct and Produce a short 3 minute dream sequence 
for the second session of the Aquabats Super Show! I was ecstatic!!! 

The Aquabats are a band that has been around for many years playing a ska-pop kind of music and slowly 
evolved into their very own style today. I personally had worked on the first session of their television show as a 
visual effects / CGI artist. I had hoped to get a chance to be a part of their new session, but was a little bummed 
to find out that they moved their production to Utah. So when my buddy Thom called me and suggested that I 
take on the dream sequence I couldn’t have been happier. 

Now I won’t lie to you, doing a production on a super super low budget with a timeframe of 2 months for 3 
minutes of animation and trying to communicate over long distances can be at times one of the worst hells you 
can go through. Most people believe TV and film productions are all rainbows and kittens, but in reality they 
are some of the most difficult fields to work in. The first problem is the game of telephone where you’ve gotten 
approval and a timeline from one producer and then you find out that another producer has completely differ-
ent ideas of how things are done. My buddy Thom Nicolet who played the role of Animation Producer for the 
session and liaison between myself the other producers was a huge help and I really couldn’t have asked for a 
better guy. He was the buffer between my juvenile temper tantrums which comes from production panic (where 
time and money don’t equal up to what’s possible) and the super high expectations from producers whom are 
far far away in a whole other world having their own freakouts and production panics on an even larger scale. 
Remember you always have to keep things in perspective otherwise you lose touch with the big picture which is 
getting the production done.



The other issue is finding a crew that you can work with and trust to show up on time and work a full day on 
such a super tiny budget, plus they had to work fast. Since I live in Los Angeles and work in the stop motion 
industry I was lucky to be able to find some of the best and nicest people you could have ever wished to work 
with. Frank Duran served as my master set and prop maker, Jessica Lynch was the seamstress wardrobe de-
signer, Olivia Frisbee, Marta da Costa, and Melissa Piekaar served as Puppet Fabricators, and I had my secret 
weapon Brent Johnson whom did a little of almost everything including animating. I even had my buddy Brian 
Kokoszka show up for a day of model building. Now even though I was able to hire this wonderful crew for a 
few days in most instances, it really wasn’t financially possible to have them work every day for 2 months, re-
ally I could only have most of them on for a couple of days, but what they produced in that short period of time 
was life-saving. 

It was decided really early on that the producers wanted to use Mego Action Figures from the 70’s. The biggest 
problem with this is that the plastic design of the action figures is one of the worst bases to use for an anima-
tion rigged puppet. What I mean is taking a 30 year old piece of plastic and trying to animate it with screws in 
the feet and wire under the clothes is just not practical give the amount of time we had. Try explaining this to 
someone over the phone thousands of miles away and you’ll see where Production Panic #1 comes from. I had 
to convince the producers that we needed to use custom made silicone bodies for the Mego figures and that we 
also needed to make custom heads so as not to face any legal issues that could pop up later, this is easier said 
than done. The phrase “You’re just going to have to trust me on this” was used a lot and the whole “We’re going 
to need to see some samples of what you’re talking about” was thrown around. Sure “I’ll smoosh some silicone 
through the phone to you and you tell me how it feels”. 

Point is when working with people or individuals whom have no idea of what you are talking about or what 
kind of medium you are working in start dictating what kind of materials you need to use, than Production Panic 
#2 starts to show its little head, and honestly it’s not the producers fault, they are just trying to make sure the 
right decision is being made, and you can’t blame them, it is their money and their show. In this case though 
they had no choice but to trust my decision and I had to spend quite a bit of time negotiating and explaining to 
them what was going to happen and how the results they wanted were going to be achieved.



Now once all the technical stuff was out of the way, keep in mind this is all being made in the months of De-
cember and January, and a budget was agreed on, I could get to work with the crew. The girls did an amazing 
job of sculpting custom heads and getting the look we needed. I originally sculpted a few custom Aqua Bat 
heads and realized it would take forever to get all of the background characters and main characters sculpted 
from scratch. So I molded and cast some generic heads and we then heavily modified them and turned them into 
custom heads. Marta, Olivia, and Melissa were really good at this. Pretty much all I had to do was say “how 
about making this?” and I’d come back in an hour and they would have one made and it would look great. After 
the heads were designed and approved they would be molded and recast and then painted.



Frank Duran had the responsibility of making all the set walls and floors along with making all the props. He 
set out on a mountain of a task. Frank is one of those guys that you ask if it can be done and he will just smile at 
you and say “Sure”. He really went all out in designing the store front and the alleyway. Honestly though I don’t 
think I’ve ever seen a single person in my life make as much saw dust as Frank did. Remember all this building 
and making of stuff is being done in my garage, driveway, and living room. So the mess was slightly stressful, 
and this is coming from a guy whos wife thinks he’s a messy person, HA! But in reality everyone cleaned up 
after themselves and we really had an order to things.



I personally put my focus on making the puppet bodies since this would be one of the more difficult processes. 
I had to modify a no-name generic Mego body, mold it using a matrix mold technic, make 24 wire armatures to 
go into the mold, and then cast them in silicone. Now originally the bodies were going to be cast in expanding 
foam. This would reduce the cost of the overall production and allow for the production to move along at a fast-
er and more reasonable rate. But since the puppets had to have flesh exposed, silicone had to be used instead. 
Now a common practice of casting in silicone is to wrap the armature in foam or precast the armature in foam, 
and then cut away the foam than do a final casting in silicone. This usually helps in the animation process where 
the puppets will have to have a lot of bending to their limbs and you want to be able to get the least amount of 
resistance from the squash and stretch of the silicone. 

Typically people in the industry use Platsil Gel 10 silicone, however I had seen and tested samples and found 
the Tinsil Gel 10 was fluffier and softer and gave a better squash and stretch of the puppet. I also used a kicker 
called UFC (Ultra Fast Cast) which reduced my casting time from 24 hours down to 1 or 2 hours.  The only 
problem with this is you have to move super fast and get that silicone into the mold. I used the pour both sides 
and slap it together method. The one downside to this is you can get a few stray bubbles, but this didn’t matter 
in most cases since the clothes were going to cover the puppet in those areas. In most cases however there were 
perfect casts since the kicker forced the silicone to gel almost immediately after the mold halves were slapped 
together.



Now we couldn’t just do it all on our own. 
We did have a handful of interns. Ellen 
Yu, Rachael Russakoff, and Meri Burgess 
came out and helped us and really their 
help was invaluable. Given the fact that 
poor Frank was all on his own, I really 
sent them his way since he need the help 
on specific tasks. 

I was also lucky to have Brent Johnson 
onboard. Now Brent made the monster 
suits with a couple of other guys for the 
Aquabats Super Show, and he also animat-
ed all the monsters on session one. Those 
of you out there that know Brent can attest 
to this, he is a super hard worker and a 
very honest and charitable guy. So while 
he would put in an 8 hour day on pro-
duction, he would leave the set and prop 
building at the end of the day and then go 
volunteer over at a local Children’s Hos-
pital for another 8 hours!!! WHAT!!!  Plus 
he could help out wherever anything was 
lacking in production from building pup-
pets to making props, to animating. I have 
to tip my hat to that dude….

Once everything was built the studio space 
had to be rented and set up. I was lucky 
to find a place 5 miles from my house for 
only $700 a month with 18 foot ceilings. 
The only drawback was that I had to share 
it with the landlord/fine art painter. Now I 
went into starting this space as a temporary 
location for animating the show and then 
with any luck maybe get a little bit of my 
own personal animation done as well after 
production. Luckily the space I was using 
was fairly large and I didn’t have to worry 
about being in the way of the landlord.



Frank and I went to task in making the stage frame for hanging the Duvetyne off of to keep out the exterior 
light. We accomplished this in a day and then built the animation tables, brought in the sets and props and got 
ready for animation. This was literally done down to the wire because the following week was Christmas and I 
didn’t want anyone even volunteering on that week since it was the Holidays. A couple of days before the break 
though I caught the flu and had Brent come in and animate a couple of shot. I am an evil bastard when I’m sick 
and even worse when I’m sick and on a production. I warned poor Brent about this, and he was nice enough to 
not strangle me from my incoherent ramblings about animation, along with my bossy-ness and nonsense.

Once the break was over and I was fully recovered from the flu it literally was a 24 hour animation feast. I 
would wake up and animate until lunch, pick up the kids from school, go back to the studio and animate until 
dinner, then go back to the studio and animate until bedtime. Motorcycles are great for this since in Los Angeles 
you are legal to ride through the middle of traffic. This made the hop to the studio a 5 minute ride each way. The 
whole three and a half minute animated sequence was animated in roughly 2 weeks. There isn’t a lot going on in 
the animation so it was fairly easy to knock out, plus since I was directing myself, it was a lot easier to deal with 
in terms of takes. Believe me I hid a lot of mistakes in post, but that’s just the process. The biggest issue I had 
during animation was the breaking of the ankle joints during the walk cycles, This was due to using an inferior 
silver solder when braising the ankle as a hard joint. Other than that it was fun and in the future I will be using a 
completely different method.



Graffitti Tributes to the 
worlds legendary 
animators hidden in 
the sets of the 
Aquabats Super Show 
Origins Sequence. 

Left: 
Ray Harryhausen
Sixtapuss
by John Ikuma

To the Right:
Famed Japanese Animator 
Kihachiro Kawamoto
by John Ikuma

Left:
Legendary Animator
Willis Obrien
by John Ikuma



Once the animation was done I was able to send out the footage for review to the Producers whom were frantic 
at this point to see anything. They seemed to love it because there were no notes back and the deadline was en-
croaching fast. I immediately started the post production process and slapped the whole thing together to match 
the master dialog. I wrapped it up and sent it out and once again didn’t hear anything.  So I guess what they say 
about “no news is good news” since the show aired on the Hub network as episode 5 session 2, and that was 
that. 

Now in truth I didn’t make a dime off of this production, and in fact invested some of my own money in pur-
chasing equipment to make the production happen. I did however have an amazing time making this short 
piece for a great show who’s producers are actually a really awesome bunch of guys. I also was able to have a 
great time making it and developed some new friendships. That’s what made the whole production worth it. As 
for the studio space, I held onto it for a few more months and made some tutorials and animated shorts for the 
magazines YouTube channel. I eventually closed it since I realized I missed my garage and being closer to home 
with the wife and kids, but I definitely plan on opening a new space some day in the future. I hope you got some 
insight into some aspects about production that you normally don’t hear about in articles or on TV. Really there 
are always problems and always stress, but the best advice I can give anyone looking at making any animation 
for themselves or for someone else is to educate yourself to the point of calm, because if you have the answers 
on how to fix something then you probably will have less stress during production. 

Keep Animating

John Ikuma



On May 7th, 2013 the world lost one of 
history’s most important and influential 
stop motion animators, Ray Harryhausen. 
The enormous impact that Harryhausen 
has had in the industry is immeasurable 
and beyond compare. He is the legend of 
legends in our field and has inspired so 
many of us. His name will most likely go 
down in history with the likes of Bach, or 
Michelangelo in terms of animation influ-
ences. He truly made will be missed and 
we asked some of our readers and friends 
to send us images of them with the Leg-
end. Thank you to our readers and friends 
for contributing to this tribute. Harryhausen with some of the crew from ILM

John Dods & Uncle Ray

Ray with Webster Colcord Uncle Ray with future animators

Brian Ochab with Harryhausen

Danny Wagner with Harryhausen

TMI (Taylor Made Image) 
with Uncle Ray

Artwork by Edgar Humberto Alvarez





Young Animator Pavel Demidov (age 11) pays tribute to 
Harryhausen in this Legomation Screen shot. 


